RealWear HMT-1
Světová jednička v oblasti hands-free technologií v průmyslu. #FreeYourHands
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DESCRIPTION
RW-HMT-BAT

HMT-1 spare battery,
3250mAH., 3,7
Volt/12,025 Watt Li-Ion
battery

The Spare Battery is an extra 3250mAh lithium ion battery for the HMT-1. Batteries can be swapped in the field to extend operating
time and minimize downtime. Extra batteries are also needed to cover any extra shifts. Extra batteries also minimize downtime in
case a battery is ever misplaced or left uncharged.

RW-HMT-6BAT

6x spare battery HMT-1
as Set

The Spare Battery is an extra 3250mAh lithium ion battery for the HMT-1. Batteries can be swapped in the field to extend operating
time and minimize downtime. Extra batteries are also needed to cover any extra shifts. Extra batteries also minimize downtime in
case a battery is ever misplaced or left uncharged.

RW-HMT-6CH

Battery charger for 6 RWHMT-BAT with powersupply and cable

The Multi-Charger simultaneously charges 6 HMT-1 batteries. Multi-chargers are needed to keep extra batteries charged. They ensure
fully charged batteries are available at the start of each shift. They are also necessary if it is not possible or practical to plug multiple
HMT-1s into multiple USB cables and power outlets. Multi-chargers conveniently display the charge level of each battery on a high
visibility backlit display, so battery levels can be determined at a glance. Each Multi-Charger ships with all 5 regional power adapters.
Shown with batteries, not included.

RW-HMT-BATC

Battery Cap for HMT-1

Replacement battery cap for HMT-1.

RW-HMT-CSEM

Semi rigid carrying case
for HMT-1

The Semi Rigid Carrying Case is an EVA molded case with zip closure for storing an HMT-1 or HMT-1Z1 and accessories.
Whether transporting or storing, it provides protection from the elements and from daily wear and tear. Shown with HMT-1, not
included.

RW-HMT-CSOF

Soft carrying pouch for
HMT-1

For HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1. Compatible with the HMT-1Z1 but not Intrinsically Safe. Can be used with the HMT-1Z1 outside of
hazardous locations.
The Soft Pouch Carrying Case is a fabric bag with drawstring closure for storing an HMT-1 or HMT-1Z1 and accessories. Whether
transporting or storing, it provides protection from the elements and from daily wear and tear.
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RW-HMT-KO

Transport case incl. foam
insert for HMT-1

Hard shell carrying case offers space for:
• one HMT-1
• a special socket for a spare battery
• a mobile router
• and additional space for cables, hard hat clips and the like.
External dimensions: 460 mm in length, 375 mm in width, 120 mm in height, weight 2.5 kg.

RW-HMT-HSTR

6 overhead straps for
HMT-1, set of 6 straps as
replacement/spare

The Overhead Strap is the standard head strap that comes with the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1, and is worn with the device when a hard
hat, bump cap, or Tri-Band Strap is not used.
With regular use, wear and tear of the strap is normal and it is designed to be replaced periodically.

RW-HMT-RC

Rear Cover for HMT-1.
Cover instead of Rear Pad

Replaces Rear headpad with no pad version.

RW-HMT-RPAD

6 rear comfort pads for
HMT-1. Set of 6
replacement pads

The Rear Pad is the standard cushioned pad that comes with the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1. It attaches to the interior band of the device.
With regular use, wear and tear of the pad is normal and it is designed to be replaced periodically.

RW-HMT-TRIS

Tri-band headstrap for
HMT-1, replaces the
supplied headstrap

The Tri-Band Strap is a head strap for the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1 that replaces the standard Overhead Strap for a more secure fit.
The Tri-Band Strap supports greater maneuverability and mobility, and ensures superior fit and positioning of the HMT-1 and HMT1Z1 over a wider range of head sizes and shapes. The Tri-Band Strap is also needed to mount the HMT-1 when wearing a bump cap or
baseball cap.

RW-HMT-BC

Ball Cap, black

These purpose-built ball caps are a perfect pairing for wearing with the HMT-1 for everything that does not require PPE. Each cap is
designed for maximum comfort, balance and visibility, expanding the boundaries for where the HMT-1 can go. Each ball cap contains
a RealWear-designed semi-flexible inner band and HMT-1 clips. The cap’s brim is ideal for sunny locations without occluding the
adjustable high-resolution camera.
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RW-HMT-BC-L

Ball Cap, black, front logo

These purpose-built ball caps are a perfect pairing for wearing with the HMT-1 for everything that does not require PPE. Each cap is
designed for maximum comfort, balance and visibility, expanding the boundaries for where the HMT-1 can go. Each ball cap contains
a RealWear-designed semi-flexible inner band and HMT-1 clips. The cap’s brim is ideal for sunny locations without occluding the
adjustable high-resolution camera.

RW-HMT-SK

Protective cap, neutral
blue for HMT-1

The Bump Cap generally has a hard shell protection in the upper part of the cap, so that you do not hurt your head on sharp objects
and the like.

RW-HMT-FBHH

RealWear MSA Front Brim
Hard Hat HMT-1, 171056

Standard size MSA hard hat with Fas-Trac® III suspension and ratchet adjustment. White with RealWear logo.

RW-HMT-HHCL1

3 pair hard hat clips for
HMT-1, 171020 for MSA
Front Brim
3 pair hard hat clips for
HMT-1, 171024 for MSA
Full Brim

Hard Hat Clips are custom designed to secure the HMT-1 or HMT-1Z1 to specific hard hat manufacturers and models. They clip into
the hard hat accessory slots.

RW-HMT-HHCL2
RW-HMT-HHCL3

3 pair hard hat clips for
HMT-1, 171021 for
Honeywell North Zone
Front Brim

RW-HMT-HHCL4

3 pair hard hat clips for
HMT-1, 171046 for
Honeywell North Zone
Full Brim

RW-HMT-HHCL50

50 pair hard hat clips for
HMT-1

Order the correct clips for the hard hats in use.
If the matching clip helmet model is not included, please contact us.

please provide the number:
171047 für/for Honeywell North Zone Full Brim
171050 für/for MSA V-Gard Front Brim
171051 für/for Honeywell North Zone Front Brim
171054 für/for MSA V-Gard Full Brim
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RW-HMT-WB

Workband (HMT-1
Premium Design
Mounting Option)

Our RealWear Workband is purpose-built for all day, comfortable HMT-1 or HMT-1Z1 use.
The Workband is designed for the Firstline Connected Worker in auto service industries, warehouses, hospitals and other firstline
industries where hard hats are not mandatory. Its wide forehead area creates the perfect amount of surface area for outstanding device
stability. It is lightweight, washable, and clippable.
Features and Benefits:
• High quality structured headband provides secure mount
• Adjustable Velcro back, one-size-fits-most (53cm-63cm)
• Built in clips for easy attachment to HMT
• Portable/packable
• PPE friendly
• Machine washable after removing plastic clip band
• Accessories can be clipped onto it (ie. flashlight or camera).
• Device also compatible with hard hat or bump cap over the work band as another potential use for those who want to quickly put
on PPE or for specific other use cases.

RW-HMT-BECL

Belt clip for HMT-1

The HMT Belt Clip is the perfect accessory for when you need to hang your HMT from your belt or harness. Compatible with the
specially-designed slots on most harnesses and also attaches to webbing waist belts of other harnesses. The carabiner mounts
perpendicular to the belt, allowing for quick attaching and releasing your HMT when on the move.

RW-HMT-CPS

Camera Privacy Stickers
(6-Pack) for HMT-1,
Stickers for the camera
with LED light outlet

Cameras are not authorized for use in certain environments. This new solution is a great alternative solution to our camera cover 3D
reference design download.
The purpose-built HMT Privacy Camera Stickers are a reflective vinyl sticker to fully cover the HMT-1 or HMT-1Z1 camera lens as
required for privacy compliance. The privacy camera sticker adheres securely onto the camera lens while allowing use of the HMT's
built in flashlight.

RW-HMTEARBHP

Ear Bud Hearing
Protection Headphone for
HMT-1, 171030

The Ear Bud Hearing Protection Headphones play audio from the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1, and provides hearing protection from high
noise environments. They have replaceable foam tips made of premium memory foam, and are 33dB NRR (Noise Reduction Rated).
They also provide privacy for any audio coming from the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1, and provide an optimal experience when using remote
video applications.
The headphones are designed with a custom cable length and right angle connector optimized for use with the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1.
Each headphone comes with a pair of medium foam tips; other sizes are available separately.
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RW-HMTEARBFT

Ear Bud Foam Tips for
HMT-1, Small, Medium,
Large (Sample Pack)
171059

The Ear Bud Foam Tips are replaceable foam tips for the Ear Bud Hearing Protection Headphones. They are made of premium
memory foam and are available in 3 different sizes. Each headphone comes with a pair of medium foam tips.
With regular use, wear and tear of the foam tips are normal and they are designed to be replaced periodically.

RW-HMTEARBFTM

Ear Bud Foam Tips,
Medium, 10 pieces pack

RW-HMTNIEARB

Noise ISOlating Ear Buds
for HMT-1

As an alternative with European certification, we offer the “Noise Isolating Ear Buds” from ISOtunes. These have a built-in
microphone and 3 pairs of earplugs in different sizes. There is also the option of adjusting the volume on the headphone cables.

RW-HMT-WINO

Wind Noise filter for
HMT-1

The wind noise filter is an accessory designed to minimize audible wind noise in the HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1. The filters are designed to
reduce low frequency ‘bass’, often described as rumble. The accessory is an excellent accessory that helps to improve the clarity of
the recording, accuracy of the voice recognition system in windy environments, thereby extending the functionality of the HMT-1 or
HMT-1Z1 into even more environments.

RW-HMT-TRISSI

Flexband (3-point silicone)
for HMT-1, 3-point
silicone band with
chinstrap,
non-shadding solution for
e.g. clean rooms

The RealWear Flexband is purpose-built designed for Clean Rooms by RealWear. Uses can include biopharma, textile mills and other
use cases requiring a clean room environment. The flexband is a non-shedding solution for HMT-1. Product color may vary.

RW-HMT-MOD

LTE/4G Modem for HMT1. Modem and mount,
connects via micro-USB.
No SIM Card included.

The LTE Modem is an accessory for the HMT-1 that creates a 4G cellular link. The Modem attaches securely to the HMT battery-side
and connects via micro-USB. With a Micro-SIM card (not included), the customer can access multiple regional cellular networks.
Supported bands: LTE-FDD B1/2/3/4/5/7/8/12&B17/20, UMTS B1/2/4/5/8, GSM 850/900/1800/1900.
Technical Data:
• Qualcomm MDM9X07 chipset, 1.2 GHz. 3FF SIM, 3V SIM card and 1.8V SIM card.
• Memory (SDRAM/NAND): 128MBytes/256Mbytes. Micro SDHC, 2G~32GByte Capacity, SD 2.0 Class 6.
• RF chipset WTR2955, 4G LTE Download Speed to 150Mbps and upload speed to 50Mbps (Category 4), Internal antenna.
• Support Win10, Win7, Win8, Windows XP, SP3, Vista, Mac OS, Linux, Android. GPRS class B.
This modem has already been officially certified for the whole of Europe, North America, Australia, South Africa, Japan and many
other countries.
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RW-HMT-FBKEY

Folding Bluetooth
Keyboard and Touchpad
for HMT-1

This handy folding wireless keyboard and trackpad has been tested by RealWear for the HMT-1. The wireless keyboard and trackpad
helps eliminate the need for bringing along your tablet or clipboard into the field to enter a larger amount of text or data.
After the initial pairing process is complete, simply unfold the keyboard and it will pair automatically. Also, a mouse cursor appears
like it would with a handheld Android tablet. A carrying bag and USB charging cable is included.
The Folding Bluetooth Keyboard & Trackpad is recommended for:
• Field Operators and Field Engineers required to input or log lengthy field notes or conversations
• Where select and drag mouse/cursor functionality is needed
• Sensitive environments where speaking out loud would be inappropriate
Technical Features:
• Durable aluminum body
• Portable form factor, keys are only 90% of any standard keys
• Pocket Size, similar size to the iPhone X Plus
• Lightweight, only 200 grams
• 60 hours working time and 90 days standby time
• Connects up to 3 devices

RW-HMT-IPA

International Power
Adapter for HMT-1, for
charging
up to 6 HMTs
simultaneously (4USB + 1
USB C ports + AC socket).

The International Power Adapter is the ultimate accessory for charging up to 6 HMTs simultaneously (4USB + 1 USB C ports + AC
socket ). Extra cables are needed if there are multiple locations where HMT-1s and HMT-1Z1s will be charged (eg. office, workstation,
tool crib, service vehicle). They also minimize downtime in case a charger is ever misplaced or you only have one power outlet.

RW-HMT-UCAB

USB Cable with Charging
Protection for HMT-1

The USB Cable with Charging Protection for HMT-1Z1 is an extra Micro-USB cable for data transfer and charging. The cable includes a
safety box that protects the HMT-1Z1’s safety circuits from power surges. These surges can damage the HMT-1Z1 and may occur
when connecting the HMT1-Z1 to computers, wall chargers, car chargers, and other power sources.
It is the only cable approved for charging the HMT-1Z1 and for moving files to and from the HMT-1Z1.

RW-HMT-NGxx

Power-adapter

Select the correct region:
Power-adapter EU (RW-HMT-NGEU)
Power-adapter Asia (RW-HMT-NGAS)
Power-adapter UK (RW-HMT-NGUK)
Power-adapter CCC (RW-HMT-NGCC)
Power-adapter USA (RW-HMT-NGUS)
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